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UPRS CELEBRXIES
''GRITO DE LARES''
The Union for Puerto Ri can Students (U.P.R.S.) sponsored an
activity to celebrate El Grito de Lares September 23, it was also
dedicated to the memory of Dr. Pedro Albizu Campos. Rafael Marrero,
teacher of Journalism at Dr.
Pedro Albizu
Campos Puerto
Ri can
High
School was our
guestspeaker. He
began his presentation by quoting
Dr. Campos; "La
Patria
esta
pasando por su
g I o r· i o s a
transfiguracion."
("The motherland
is passing through
it's glorious transfiguration.")
" The
famous
words Dr. Pedro
Albi zu Campos
gave to the press
when asked about the uprising in the town of Jayuya, Puerto
Rico in 1950." Marrero spokeofDr. PedroAlbizuCampos' s
example and importance to the Puerto Rican people, and
about events in Campos's life that helped to form his
principles and belief system which he never betrayed.
"Albizu was approached many times by the U.S. Government to work for them as their "man" in Latin America for

very lucrative amounts of money and he turned them all down, said
Marrero as he gave his slide show presentation to more than 40 students
in attendance . . The slide program contained some rare photographs of
Albizu Campos and other patriots involved in the struggle for the
independence of Puerto Rico in the 1940's and S0's. Marrero also went
on to talk about some of the racism Albizu experienced at Harvard
University when he was a student. According to Marrero; "Some of his
professors would not allow him into their classrooms because he was a
black Puerto Rican, and would give him his assignments and exams
directly outside of the classroom," he stated.
After he gave a brief
chronology of the events leading to Lares he went on to speak
of some of the famous personalities who participated in the
upnsmg. Such as Mariana
Bracetti the woman who designed the Flag of Lares. Ramon
Emeterio Betances intellectual
]eaderoftheuprising and called
by many "Father of the Poor"
for saving many lives when the
cholera epidemic struck Puerto
Rico, and Lola Rodrfguez de
Tio writeroftheLaBorinquena
the "'Puerto Rican national anthem, also exiled for her participation in the uprising . The
students and guest were very
excited about the activity. This
wastheU .P.R.S.'s firstactivity
of the year.
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Letters to the editor:
Dust still Unsettled-Pride Remains
The Chicago Park District's 3-1 decision
on the 10th of August disallowing the statue of
Dr. Pedro Albizu Campos was reprehensible,
though predictable given the
negative press spewed daily
by the Chicago Sun-Times.
With such biased coverage
leading up to the vote, how
couldapositiveoutcomehave
been possible?
Perhaps Park District
Supt. Forrest Claypool chose
to sacrifice the statue rather
then face the pressure created
by negative press. Several
articles have accused Supt.
Claypool's department of being the most fl agrant abuser
of patronage job dumping in
the city.
What is more important
is that the statue represents
more than a physical symbol
for the youth visiting
Humboldt Park. It also represents the issue of independence for Puerto Rico.
The no vo te only serves to make Dr. Campos a
martyr. After weeks of skirting around the
independence question, Dennis Byrne' s quixotic attempt to surmise the issue completely
missed its mark. In addition, Mr. Byrne's melodramatic comment that he would rather have cut
his own throat than see his money go to honor
such a person should have been saved for his
daytime television debut. I would have gladly
provided him with the knife but he'd have found
the blade as dull as I found his commentary.
Ironically, he never mentioned why more
than 200 US Companies protected under Section 936 were allowed to continue reaping billions in profits annually as a direct result of their
Puerto Rican operations. Unfortunately, taxpayers like myself don't have millions in PAC
money, or a horde of self-serving, unscrupulous
lobbyists to plead our cause.
Furthermore, if Mr. Byrne spent less time
stroking his ego in the mirror of the men 's room,
or better still, pulled himself away from such
hard hitting news stories like the three new street
cleaners allocated to Lincoln Park, or the fire
hydrant repainting project in Wrigleyville, he

might have time to research the history and
struggle of Puerto Rico and her people.
This time well spent, he would find an
island nation rich
in achievements,
its
people,
whether U.S. or
island borne, to
be multi -cultural,
multilingual,

serve to reinforce negative stereotypes and create misleading perceptions about Puerto Ricans.
There's enough divisiveness in the city without
pitting Puerto Rican against Puerto Rican, and
then refereeing from the sidelines to avoid being
labeled a racist. The city has Irish-American
pride, African-American pride, Italian-American pride, Polish-American pride and AsianAmerican pride, to name a few. However, it

e d u -

catcd ,
talented
and extremely proud of
their heritage.
Each year, thousands of Puerto
Ricans graduate
from many of the
island's 43 colleges and universities.
Upon re view, he would also find that when these professionals come to the states for the same reasons
others have come to build a life in America, their
degrees arc not accepted. Why?
Why, is a very important question. Why is
it that Puerto Ricans can't express their pride
without recrimination from Byrne? Negative
comments like those in his commentary only

seems that when Puerto Ricans want to express
their pride in Dr. Campos, we're presented a
tactless cartoon, as if to say that we as a people
don't matter. Perhaps that's why no Hispanic
wards were approved by the City Council.
Such a profound ac tion would have given
us more than role models, it would have given us
a representative voice heard from Mayor Daley.
I guess since the Puerto Rican Day Parade has
passed, we as a people don ' t matter. Will we
matter in the next Mayoral election?
Victor R. Lopez Jr.
Puerto Rican and Proud!

Que Ondee Sola
is published at Northeastern Illinois University. The opinions expressed in Que Ondee Sola do not necessarily reflect those of the
administration. Responsibility for its contents lies solely within the
staff. We appreciate and encourage any and all suggestions or
contributions.
Editors ......................................... Lazaro Velasques
Co-Editor.. ...................................... Fred Rivera
Staff ........ .... ............ Cristina Garza, Annabelle Santa, Jose F. Ruiz,,
Ricardo Melara, Hector Quetell, Leticia Saucedo, Riccadonna
Rivera, Vicky Camilo, Sandra Mantilla, Nydia Rivera.
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End The Marion Lockdown!
In 1963 the United States Penitentiary
(USP) on Alcatraz island was closed and USP
Marion, in southern Illinois, was opened. Over
the next decade Marion became more and more
repressive . In 1972, in the wake of the Attica
Rebellion and a strike at Marion, one of the
longest work stoppages in US prison history,
one wing of Marion was turned into a Control
Unit. Adecadelater,on October 27, 1983, TEN
YEARS AGO TI-ITS MONTH, all of Marion
was locked down and turned into a Control Unit
prison.
Soon it became clear that the lockdown, a
temporary measure used at some other prisons,
was designed to become permanent at Marion.
As activists began to argue with the Federal
Bureau of Prisons (BOP) that the lockdown was
inhuman, the BOP responded that it was needed
and that if Congress would allow the lockdown,
this would free up the rest of the prison system.
Critics in turn argued that the opposite would be

thecase-thatMarion would serve as an anchor
and pull the entire prison system in an even more
repressive direction.
Unfortunately now Control Unit prisons
are springing up across the country. Indiana has
one at Westville and is building another; others
exist in California (at Pelican Bay), in New
York, Michigan, Iowa, New Jersey, etc. Just
two months ago Jim Edgar announced that Illinois would construct a control unit prison to be
called the "Super-Max." In addition, the BOP is
constructing a new "high-tech" replacement for
Marion (which apparently is not destructive
enough) at Florence, Colorado, in the midst of a
ur anium toxic waste dump.
In addition to the intense racism and incredible brutality of Control Unit prisons, they
have always caged some of the most unrepentant strugglers for freedom and dissidents who
refuse to collapse in the face of pri son repres-

sion. Some of those imprisoned at Marion reads
like a "who's who" of those who have lead the
pursuit of a new, human society - Leonard
Peltier, the internationally known leader of the
American Indian Movement; Sundiata Acoli,
Imari Obadele, and Sekou Odinga, leaders of
the Black liberation movement; Oscar L6pezRivera, a Puerto Rican independentista_and Prisoner of War; and white anti-imperialists like
Tim Blunk, Bill Dunne and Ray Levasseur.
Q .O.S . invites you to commemorate this
historic event. This program will initiate a week
of activities against control unit prisons throughout the Midwest, culminating in a national demonstration at Florence, Colorado, the planned
site for the replacement for Marion. Attend the
program. Get Involved. Fight against the brutality of Control Unit prisons.

WORK TO ABOLISH ALL CONTROL UNITS
COMMEMORATE

10

YEARS OF THE

LOCKDOWN AT USP MARION
··- ·...1,.
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Sunday, October 17, 1993, 3 pm
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Broadway United Methodist Church
3338 N. Broadway
Parking available in rear
Wheelchair accessible• Childcare available
$5 contribution requested , if you can

COME HEAR
RAFAEL CANCEL MIRANDA
5AFIYA BUKHARI-ALSTON

&

Sponsored by:
National Committee to Free Puerto Rican
Political Prisoners and Prisoners of War,
Prison Act ion Committee,
Committee to End the Marion Lockdown
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The World ,n Four Walls
Art from the Marion Lockdown
A Multi-Media Traveling Art Show
• October 1 7 -Chicago - Committee to End Marion Loc kdown
Prog ram 3:00pm Broadway United Methodist Church 3338 N . Broadway

•
•
•
•

October
October
October
October

18 - Champaign-Urbana, Illinois
19 - Columbia, Missouri
20 - Kansas City, Missouri
21-23 - Florence, Colorado

The lVorld in Four lVa ll s
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Ten years ago, the Federal Bureau of Prisons (BOP) placed
on permanent lockdown, Marion Federal Prison. Today the
inhumane conditions at Marion are serving as a model in
prison control. Prisoners are contained in their 6'x8' cells for
22.5 hours a day. Visits take place through a glass partition
with the use of telephones. Educational, vocational and
recreational activites are virtually nonexistent in Marion.
The government also uses the Marion Control Unit as a
storage place for many political prisoners from virtually
every movement, the Puerto Rican Independence movement, the Black/New Afrikan liberation movements, and
the North American Anti-imperialist movement. These are
political prisoners the government still claims d o not exist.
Now it seems that Marion is not inhumane enough for the
BOP, which has scheduled to open a new super-maximum
control unit in Florence, Colorado where virtually all interaction between prisoners themselves and with guards will
be eliminated. They are creating a complete isolation prison.
Despite their attempts to stifle prisoners' humanity and
creativity, the human spirit prevails. Th e resistance reflects
itself in the creativity and beauty of prisoners' art that flows
between the barbed wire and bars.
This show is a powerful exhibition of the prisoner's art.
Don't miss this unique opportunity to view their work in
this traveling exposition and be a witness to their words,
__im
_ a__
g,e_s_a_n_d_v_o_i_ce_s_. _ __ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.
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Sponsored by The National Committee lo Free Puerto Rican Political Prisoners & Prisoners of War 1112 N. California
Chicago, Illinois 60622 • 312 /278-0885
Co-sponsored by The Commi ttee to End the Mari on Lockdown P.O.Box 578172, Chcago, 0linois 60657-8172 • 312/235--0070
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From Marion to Florence
Shut Down The Control Units!
Commemorate the 10th Anniversary of the Marion Lockdown !

Resist the opening of the Florence Control Unit Prison!
Saturday, October 23: Florence, Colorado
The conditions at Marion are no longer enough for the Federa l Bureau of Prisons!
The new super maximum security prison in Florence, Colorado is schedu led to open soon and the BOP is
using the same inhumane techniques they have used in Marion : 22.5 hours a day confinement in a 6'x8' cell,
non-contact prisoner visits through a glass partition via telephones, non-existen t educational, vocational and
recreational activities. However, these condi tions will worsen in Florence. The state of the art security
technology they are planning will ensure near complete isolation; virtually all contact with other prisoners
and guards will be eliminated. The Florence prison is located just five miles from a uranium mining company
presently being sued by over 340 people for contamination. So, like the Marion prisoners poisoned by toxic
drinking water, the Florence prionsers will be exposed to dangerous levels of uranium . Join us on Oc tober 23
to d emand an end to all control unit prisons. Help us ensure that the BOP knows the opening of Florence will
not happen without resistance!

All Out To Florence, Colorado!
Gather at Puerto Rican Cultural Center 1671 N. Claremont

Friday, October _2 2, 5:00 pm
Travel Cost $50.00 Sliding Scale .
Co-sponsored by National Committee to free Puerto Rican Political Prisoners & POWs and The Committee to End the Marion Lock Down

-------------------------------------------Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Phone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

D I can attend at full price
D I am interested at attending but cannot pay full price
D I cannot attend but will make a financial contribution so others can attend.
Please return to National Committee to Free Puerto Rican Political Prisoners and POWs, 1112 N. California, Chicago, II 60622
For more information: 278-0885
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WITH A CALM
AND PEACEFUL EYE.
AND WHEN HE OPENED
HISMOUTH
TO SING THEIR
NAMES,
A TRUTHFUL HURRICANE
OF WORDS CAME
STORMING AND DESTROYING
THE LIES CREA TED BY
THE PALACE WHITE.
PURIFYING
WITH TROPICAL RAINS
THE COLONIZED
MINDS
OF THE COLORFUL CHILDREN
OF BORINQUEN.
"OH", THEY THOUGHT
HEWASCRAZY
HURRICANE.
WITH COLORFUL SKIN
IN THE WEATHER
CHANNEL
LOOKING LIKE A CARTOON.
COMING FROM
A TIJ\TY ISLAND ASLEEP
ON ABED
OF BLUE AND WHITE
SEAANDSKY.
WHERE THE SUN
SHINES
AFTER THE SUBLIME
AND STORMY RAIN.
THEN THE COLORFUL
CHILDREN
COME OUT TO PLAY
WITH THE MUSIC
CALLED "LA PLENA"
THEY CHANTED HIS NAME,;
HURRICANE "PEDRO"
HURRICANE "ALBIZU"
HURRICANE "CAMPOS"

QuE

THEIR SPIRITS SOARED
SO HIGH
THAT THEY COALESCED
INTO BEAUTIFUL
RAINBOWS.
"EL MAESTRO" SAID,
THESEARE
THE COLORFUL CHILDREN
OF BORINQUEN.
BUT HISTORY NEVER
VISITED
THE COLORFUL CHILDREN
INTHEDIRT.
ERASED
WAS THEIR FATHER'S NAMES
FROM THE UNPAIA TABLE
BOOKS
ON SCHOOL SHELVES.
TELEVISION AND NEWSPAPERS
CALLED THEIR FATHER
CRAZY, COMMUNIST
AND TERRORIST.
BUT THE CHILDREN
HA VE NEVER SEEN
THE SMILE ON HIS FACE.
NOR THE SINCERITY THAT REEKS
FROM HIS EYES.
NOR HA VE THEY HEARD
THE TRUTH
SPOKEN WITH ELOQUENCE
FROM HIS TONGUE.
NOR HA VE THEY FELT
THE LOVE
FROM HIS EMBRACE
THAT KEEPS THE CHILDREN SAFE
FROM ALL THEIR PAIN.
AND WITH HIS VAST
KNOWLEDGE OF NATURE
AND PROFOUND INTELLIGENCE
HE TAUGHT THEM TO BE BRA VE, FREE
AND INDEPENDENT
AND GROW UP AS MEN AND WOMYN
LIBERATED
FROM THE IMPERIAL
UNITED STATES.

ONDEE

SoLA

LONELY ARE
THE CHILDREN IN THE
DIRT
ASTHEYWAIT
HUMBLY IN
HUMBOLDT PARK
FOR
"EL MAESTRO"
TO STAND
WITHTHEM
AGAIN IN
BRONZE
VAINLESSLY
GIVING
HIS MEEK
AND SUBLIME
SELF
TOALL
THE COLORFUL
CHILDREN
OF BORINQUEN.
BY
EDUARDO AROCHO
COPYRIGHT 1993
RAINBOW SHOES
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U.B.R.S.
Invites You To Commemorate

''El

deJayuya''

With Puerto Rican National Hero

Rafael Cancel'Miranda
The 1950 uprising by Puerto Rican Nationalists in the town of
Jayuya,PuertoRicofortheisland'sindependencefromU.S.colonial
domination. Come and hear Cancel Miranda speak about this very
imporant day in Puerto Rican history.

Tuesday, Oct.19th
1:30-2:50 P.M.

CC218

